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Chapter 7.  
Financing Sustainable 
Urbanization in Sri Lanka 
Roy Kelly and Asoka S. Gunawardena

7.1. Introduction

Urbanization and cities are expected to play an important role in Sri Lanka’s 
ongoing transition to an upper middle-income country. Theory and 
international experience have long recognized urban areas as important 

engines of economic growth, providing the benefits of urban agglomeration 
efficiencies, stimulating gains in productivity and competitiveness, providing 
markets for goods and services, and generating opportunities for knowledge 
creation, innovation, and specialization of production and services (World Bank 
1999; Zhang 2011). 

The central importance of cities in achieving sustainable development 
was recently reaffirmed by the international community (UN 2015). Sustainable 
Development Goal No. 11 states the need to “make cities inclusive, safe, resilient, 
and sustainable,” with the focus on creating jobs and commerce, promoting 
social development and innovation, enabling people to advance socially and 
economically, and providing improved levels of urban and public services 
(typically, local transport, water, roads, security, libraries, etc.). 

To facilitate the implementation of this Goal by 2030, the international 
community adopted the New Urban Agenda for sustainable urbanization 
at the Habitat III summit in Quito, Ecuador, in October 2016. Successful 
implementation of efficient, equitable, inclusive, and sustainable urbanization 
will require policies, institutions, and finance to enable the integration of urban 
planning, connectivity, and finance (Roberts and Kenaly 2006; World Bank 2012; 
Cities Alliance 2015; Kanuri et al. 2016; UN Habitat 2016b).
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Mobilizing financial resources is critical to ensure sustainable urbanization. 
While financing instruments are needed to raise the upfront costs to build urban 
infrastructure, the underlying funding instruments are critical to provide the 
stream of revenues needed to deliver current urban services and provide the 
funding leverage needed to mobilize upfront infrastructure financing while 
protecting environmental amenities (Slack 2009; Eichler et al. 2012; WEF 2014; 
Amirtahmasebi et al. 2016; Ardila-Gomez and Ortegon-Sanchez 2016; DuPuis 
and McFarland 2016; Kim 2016). 

Mobilizing the resources requires a coordinated approach involving 
central and local governments, development partners, and the private sector. 
At the same time, countries must create an environment that enables effective 
planning, budgeting, and public investment management, and a coordinated 
central–local intergovernmental framework and partnership relationship 
between the government and the private sector. 

In this regard, the central government must provide an intergovernmental 
fiscal environment that clarifies the roles and responsibilities of the central, 
provincial, and local governments regarding their assigned expenditure and 
revenue responsibilities, the system of intergovernmental transfers, and the 
subnational borrowing framework (Bahl 2008; Boex and Yilmaz 2010). This 
should be supported by a spatial-development planning environment that can 
integrate economic, social, and environmental outcomes, as well as encourage 
and regulate private sector participation in the funding and financing of urban 
infrastructure and urban service delivery (Bahl and Martinez-Vazquez 2006). 

This multidimensional enabling environment should encourage inclusive, 
sustainable, better-planned, interconnected, and properly-financed urbanization, 
which can facilitate the economic growth and structural transformation needed 
to move Sri Lanka to an upper middle-income country, while spreading economic 
and social development throughout the country (GSL 2011). 

Recognizing the important catalyzing role of urbanization for generating 
growth and development opportunities, Sri Lanka has launched the Western 
Region Megapolis Master Plan to transform the core western region into an urban 
megapolis by 2030. The megapolis is expected to serve as the external economic 
hub that connects Sri Lanka to the world, and as the internal economic hub that 
can stimulate integrated spatial and economic development so as to promote 
efficient and balanced social and economic development while addressing 
important environmental concerns throughout Sri Lanka (GSL 2011; Ministry of 
Megapolis and Western Region Development 2016).
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These ambitious urbanization plans present a major challenge in planning, 
financing, and governance of economic agglomerations—city–region linkages that 
will be socially and environmentally sustainable. The Western Region Megapolis 
Project alone, for example, is estimated to cost over $40 billion, roughly 50% of 
Sri Lanka’s gross domestic product (GDP) in 2015 (World Bank 2016). To meet 
this challenge, Sri Lanka must mobilize significant capital financing for the 
initial urban infrastructure investment while simultaneously taking proactive 
steps to ensure a steady source of funding revenues to maintain and operate the 
investments and to ultimately repay their financing.

To date, Sri Lanka has relied on central government investment, often with 
the assistance of international financial institutions, to finance large-scale urban 
infrastructure. As these traditional approaches may not generate sufficient funds, 
the government is seeking to build long-term partnerships with the private sector, 
while recognizing the need to enable provincial and local authorities to play a 
stronger partnership role in urban development planning and service delivery. 

This chapter focuses on the challenges and opportunities for financing and 
funding urbanization in Sri Lanka, looking specifically at issues of governance, 
institutions, and urban finance. Section 7.1 lays the background by discussing 
the Sri Lankan urban structure, institutions, roles, and responsibilities. Section 
7.2 focuses on urban finance. Section 7.3 discusses urban funding and financing 
options. Section 7.4 focuses on the challenges and opportunities for urban finance 
in Sri Lanka, and section 7.5 concludes with a set of broad recommendations. 

7.2.  Urbanization in Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka’s urbanization emerged in and around the Port of Colombo, built 
to service the modern plantation sector in the central hill country. Over time, 
the urban sprawl emanating from the City of Colombo concentrated economic 
activity in the Colombo Metropolitan Region (CMR). The CMR now dominates 
the urban scene in Sri Lanka, accounting for close to 50% of the urban population 
and nearly half of national GDP. 

In addition to the dominant CMR, secondary urban centers are spread 
throughout Sri Lanka. They were established initially to deliver economic and 
social services to the rural areas and later developed into the regional-based 
capitals of territorial government administrations. Over time, these regional 
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urban centers have shifted focus to trade, transport and communication, 
agroprocessing, agriculture, fishery, and tourism, while the CMR has shifted 
activity toward services (Indrasiri 2006; World Bank and UN Habitat 2012).

Sri Lanka’s impressive economic growth largely concentrated in the 
urban core and led to a widening gap in social and economic integration across 
Sri Lanka. This development pattern generated perceptions of social injustice 
and regional inequality, and created conditions for conflict in the south  
and in the north, where it took the form of an armed war. This historic, 
political-economy background provides the context within which all growth 
and development policies, including those related to urbanization, must  
be designed and implemented to ensure inclusive, balanced, efficient, and 
equitable development.

7.2.1. Urban Evolution, Form, and Structure 

Urbanization in Sri Lanka is largely a coastal phenomenon, with a significant 
urban population and commercial concentration in the CMR. The remaining 
urban population is spread throughout Sri Lanka in relatively small, low-density 
urban settlements immediately outside of the CMR, in the eastern and northern 
districts, and in the south and the central hill districts. 

As Table 7.1 indicates, the urban population, defined as people living 
within the 23 municipal and 41 urban councils, has increased from 14.6% of 
total population in 2001 to 18.2% in 2012. This level of urban population is very 
low in light of Sri Lanka’s level on the Human Development Index. Countries 
with similar income per capita and long-term economic growth have urban 
population levels closer to 40% (Biller and Jabi 2013). 

The CMR is geographically within the Western Province, covering 
approximately 6% of its land area, holding 28% of its population, and accounting 
for 45% of its GDP and 73% of its industrial value added. Eight cities with more 
than 100,000 people, including Colombo, account for nearly half of Sri Lanka’s 
urban population. The rest of the urban population is spread throughout the 
remaining 56 municipal and urban councils. The Western Province alone, 
with 21 urban centers (7 municipal and 14 urban councils), accounts for 51% of 
Sri  Lanka’s total urban population (World Bank and UN Habitat 2012).
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Table 7.1: Urban Population by Districts, 2001 and 2012

Province  
and  District

2001 Census 2012 Census 
Total
(‘000)

Urban
(‘000) %

Total
(‘000)

Urban
(‘000) %

Central Province
Kandy 1,279.0 156.0 12.2 1,375.4 170.5 12.4
Matale 441.3 36.1 8.2 484.5 60.3 12.4
Nuwara Eliya 703.6 43.1 6.1 711.6 40.2 5.6

Eastern Province
Ampara 593.0 112.5 19.0 649.4 153.3 23.6
Batticaloa 486.4     526.6 151.2 28.7
Trincomalee 340.2     379.5 85.1 22.4

North Central Province
Anuradhapura 745.7 53.2 7.1 860.6 50.6 5.9
Polonnaruwa 359.0   406.1    

North Western Province
Kurunegala 1,460.2 34.7 2.4 1,618.5 30.3 1.9
Puttalam 709.7 65.3 9.2 762.4 67.0 8.8

Northern Province
Jaffna 490.6   583.9 117.6 20.1
Kilinochchi 127.3   113.5    
Manner 151.6   99.6 24.4 24.5
Mulativu 121.7   92.2  
Vavuniya 149.8   172.1 34.8 20.2

Sabaragamuwa Province
Kegalle 785.5 17.1 2.2 840.6 16.0 1.9
Ratnapura 1,015.8 58.2 5.7 1,088.0 99.5 9.1

Southern Province
Galle 990.5 109.9 11.1 1,063.3 133.4 12.5
Hambantota 526.4 21.6 4.1 599.9 31.7 5.3
Matara 761.4 64.4 8.5 814 96.6 11.9

Uva Province
Badulla 780.0 51.5 6.6 815.4 69.8 8.6
Monaragala 397.4   451.1    

Western Province
Colombo 2,251.3 1,229.6 54.6 2,324.30 1,802.9 77.6
Gampaha 2,063.7 300.9 14.6 2,304.80 360.2 15.6
Kalutara 1,066.2 113.2 10.6 1,221.90 109.1 8.9

Total 18,797.3 2,467.3 14.6 20,359.2 3,704.5 18.2
Source: CBSL (2014). 
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Sri Lanka’s urbanization pattern is characterized by low-density sprawl 
and ribbon development, which results from regulatory and institutional 
constraints in land and housing markets and reflects responses to location-
specific issues related to land and housing costs, transport options, ecological 
situations, and inappropriate underpricing of urban services (World Bank and 
UN Habitat 2012). This pattern typically increases urban infrastructure and 
service delivery costs, congestion, and related environmental damage, while 
reducing the potential efficiency gains from agglomeration economies (Bird and 
Slack 2013; Howe 2005). 

As noted earlier, the official urbanization rate is about 18%, which is 
largely attributed to two major factors: 

•	 First is the lack of rural–urban “push” migration due to government 
policies, which historically placed high priority on rural development, 
combined with resettlement of rural landless people in new 
agricultural settlement schemes (Kurukulasuriya 1979; Ellis and 
Roberts 2015).

•	 Second, the census policy defines only areas under municipal and 
urban council jurisdictions as containing urban population, implying 
that people living in the provincial councils (pradeshiya sabhas) 
are rural residents. Thus, in 1981, when Sri Lanka changed its local 
authority structure to absorb the extant town councils within the 
new district councils, the official share of urban population fell from 
24.5% to 14.8%—close to a 40% immediate reduction in the number of 
“urban” residents. 

Urbanization studies have identified over 300 urban centers of various 
sizes with an estimated urban population of more than 9 million persons 
(Indrasiri 2006), suggesting an actual urbanization rate of over 40% and 
implying that sizable populations live in areas with urban characteristics and 
require urban services. 

Following the end of the civil unrest, the government estimates the 
urbanization rate has been 3%–4% annually, meaning that about 60% of Sri Lanka 
will be living in urban centers by 2020 (World Bank and UN Habitat 2012). This 
increase in urbanization, if properly channeled and managed, could encourage 
urbanization agglomeration economies that can facilitate increased structural 
transformation and more efficient economic growth.   
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7.2.2. Institutional Roles and Functions for Urban Development 

Sri Lanka’s government administration system dates back to British colonial rule 
and continues to operate in a very centralized manner. The central government 
largely operates through a system of deconcentrated (decentralized) central 
government offices spread across the territorial administrative districts 
and divisions, alongside a parallel system of rural and urban local authority 
governments. Over time, virtually all mainstream development services have been 
channeled through the deconcentrated territorial structures’ units, bypassing 
the local authority government system.

This highly centralized state structure proved a challenge to addressing 
the economic, social, and political demands of the periphery in the north 
and the east. The growing social and political demands for greater sharing of 
government power and authority led to the passage of the Constitution’s 13th 
Amendment (1987), which introduced a provincial tier of devolved government 
within the unitary and centralized state structure alongside the system of local 
authority. The 13th Amendment assigned subjects and functions between the 
center and the provinces, but with policies and programs continuing to be 
largely generic across all subjects and functions, and with every sector given 
deconcentrated and devolved delivery channels; this undermines the role of the 
province in service delivery. Thus, Sri Lanka, in effect, continues to operate in 
a highly centralized manner with the central government maintaining control 
over all policies and virtually all planning, financing, and project implementation 
(Gunawardena 2016). 

Constitutionally, under the 13th Amendment, policy is reserved as a central-
level function, determined by the Cabinet of Ministers. All development policies 
and plans continue to be approved by the Cabinet of Ministers. The responsibility 
for planning rests with central-level ministries and agencies. Overall, the result 
has separated sectoral planning, which is the responsibility of the Ministry for 
National Policy and Economic Affairs, through its National Planning Department, 
from spatial planning, which is under the National Physical Planning Department, 
and physical planning of “declared areas,” which is under the Urban Development 
Authority. Both the National Physical Planning Department and the Urban 
Development Authority operate under the current Ministry of Megapolis and 
Western Development. 

This fragmentation poses major challenges to the coherence of urban 
development, creating major obstacles to the coordinated planning, connectivity, 
and financing needed for efficient and sustainable urban development (Van Horen 
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and Pennawala 2006; World Bank 2004, 2006; World Bank and UN Habitat 2012). 
Lack of coherence between sectoral and spatial planning is exacerbated by the 
planning roles and responsibilities at provincial and local levels. 

At the provincial level, planning is limited to the allocation of spending 
on projects identified by the provincial sectoral departments—thus, provincial-
level plans are essentially annual implementation plans. Provincial planning does 
not extend to spatial planning. Local authority planning, on the other hand, is 
even more limited, only used as it relates to making budget estimates. However, 
local authorities do have powers to approve building plans. This implicitly takes 
into account notions of physical planning, which are prepared by the Urban 
Development Authority for areas declared as “development areas.” 

Table 7.2 reflects the dominant role of the central government. The 
clear majority (87.3%) of public expenditures is channeled through the central 
government, with provincial governments accounting for 10.5% and the local 
rural and urban governments accounting for only 2.1% of all expenditures. 

Table 7.2: Central, Provincial, and Local Authority Revenue  
and Expenditure, 2014 (SLRs million and %)

Central % Provincial % Local %
Revenues 1,195,206 94.2 59,133 4.7 14,988 1.2
Expenditures 1,795,865 87.3 216,824 10.5 43,278 2.1
Source: Ministry of Provincial Councils and Local Government (2014); CBSL (2015).

In addition to being highly centralized, the policy and administrative 
framework for urban service delivery in Sri Lanka is notable for its lack of 
partnership with the private and nongovernment sectors. Private participation 
and partnership remains confined at best to consultation, but the literature 
shows increasing recognition of the need to broaden this partnership approach, 
especially as Sri Lanka faces major challenges in mobilizing financial resources 
to fund its urban infrastructure requirements (ADB 2011; Biller and Jabi 2013; 
World Bank and UN Habitat 2012). 

Since Sri Lanka’s independence, urbanization policy and administration 
have been approached largely in a reactive manner, responding incrementally to 
development imperatives over time. Thus, different responses at different times 
through different institutions under different laws and regulations have created 
duplication and left horizontal and vertical domain gaps. 
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This has led to a fragmentation of policy and administrative responsibility 
for the urban sector, and the noticeable absence of effective institutional 
arrangements for coordination. The Sri Lankan urbanization experience suggests 
that intra- and inter-urban dimensions have been approached dichotomously 
rather than in terms of their inherent linkages. 

A further aspect of this fragmentation is the lack of clarity and 
coordination across central, provincial, and local authority levels. For example, 
over time, urban providers have been centralized—whether planning, regulation, 
or services—even though these functions have been written into local authority 
laws. The vertical dichotomy of responsibility for urban at the center and rural at 
the local level has created an urban lacuna in the decentralized coordination of 
development at the district and divisional levels. Urban is not a “subject” at the 
provincial level. Nor does a coherent urban development policy inform service 
delivery at the provincial level, although the provinces are responsible for social 
development services. Hence, provinces lack an urban development strategy that 
would enable them to address urban social welfare issues.

The central service providers are not accountable to any of the territorial 
planning and coordinating frameworks, but tend to function as sector- based 
agencies, implementing through centrally formulated development programs. 
Thus, spatial planning has had little influence over sector plans, with sector 
program planning coordinating weakly with spatial planning, usually 
implemented through specific projects rather than as sustained services. 

Greater involvement of the provincial and local authority levels could 
improve governance, environmental management, conflict management and 
resolution, and urban service delivery. To realize this, the roles and responsibilities 
need to be realigned with capacity and resources. Prior to identifying a possible 
way forward, section 7.3 will explore the current financial situation at the local 
authority level in Sri Lanka. 

7.3.  Urbanization Finance in Sri Lanka 

The local government system constitutes the basic structure for urban 
governance. The laws governing local government bodies—the Municipal 
Council Ordinance (1947), Urban Council Ordinance (1939), and Pradeshiya 
Sabhas Act (1987)—establish local government bodies as competent spending 
authorities with distinct financial and fiscal powers. Unfortunately, the scope 
of local government finance to support urbanization is severely constrained by 
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the fragmented intergovernmental structure for urban service provision, and by 
fundamental weaknesses in the structure of local government finances. 

Three aspects constrain the local authorities’ ability to properly carry out 
their urban responsibilities. First, the central government is responsible for urban 
planning, regulation, and service delivery. Second, the central and provincial 
governments are also responsible for delivering development services within 
the jurisdictions of local government bodies, including virtually all urban capital 
infrastructure. Third, even the limited urban services responsibilities provided 
at the local government level are split across urban local bodies (municipal 
and urban councils) and rural local bodies (pradeshiya sabhas)—with the latter 
responsible for providing urban services in designated “built-up areas.” 

7.3.1.  Intergovernmental Fiscal Framework

Urbanization finance is set within the framework of intergovernmental finance 
as defined by the 13th Amendment, which guarantees funds “adequate” to meet 
provincial expenditures. The Amendment also guarantees that local authorities 
retain their extant powers and hence their existing expenditure responsibilities 
and revenue assignment, but does not explicitly recognize their fiscal needs. 
Instead, local authorities are defined as a subject assigned to provincial councils. 
Thus, the fiscal needs of local authorities are incorporated within the framework 
of provincial fiscal needs, and central government financial transfers are 
channeled through provincial councils.

Accordingly, local authority finance constitutes a component of provincial 
finance. And, while provincial financial fiscal needs are defined to cover both 
recurrent and capital expenditures, local authority fiscal needs are defined only 
as those for meeting needs of their personnel costs. No specific provisions target 
the capital development needs of the local authorities.

The Finance Commission of Sri Lanka was established in 1987 under the 
13th Amendment, to facilitate the process of resource transfers to the provinces. 
The Finance Commission is responsible for making recommendations and 
formulating principles for apportioning “adequate funds” between the nine 
provinces, and, by implication, some funds to the local authorities, in order to 
achieve balanced regional development in the country (Finance Commission of 
Sri Lanka 2014). 

To identify the amount to be allocated from the central government to 
the subnational levels (the vertical share), the Finance Commission conducts an 
annual needs analysis to identify the gap between expected provincial revenues 
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and required provincial expenditures. The Finance Commission’s assessment 
is of a limited scope, focusing primarily on recurrent expenditures linked to 
personal emoluments and lacking a focus on delivering specific service outputs 
and performance. 

The Constitution provides for an annual allocation of funds from the 
central government budget “in consultation with and on the advice of the Finance 
Commission.” However, the Constitution does not compel the central government 
to allocate amounts recommended by the Finance Commission. To address 
the vertical imbalance, Sri Lanka could consider adopting the international 
practice of assigning to provinces and local authorities a fixed percentage, set at 
a minimum of 15% of government revenues, possibly being increased to 25% of 
government revenues during the ensuing 5 years in line with a restructuring of 
expenditure assignments.

Over time, the process of estimating expenditure needs and allocating the 
funds has become routine, essentially one of calculating the incremental need 
for personal emoluments of provincial and local personnel, under the control 
of the central government. The current “gap filling” approach of the Sri Lankan 
intergovernmental fiscal transfer system creates a perverse incentive against 
improving provincial and local government revenue mobilization and improving 
the efficiency of provincial and local government recurrent expenditures. As 
far as provincial and local governments are concerned, they are guaranteed to 
receive the personnel costs of the “approved cadre” and to have sufficient funds 
to meet the “gap” between their recurrent expenditures and revenues, providing 
no incentive to efficiently manage their personnel expenditures. To address the 
horizontal imbalances, the intergovernmental transfer system should shift from 
the current “gap filling grants” approach to a more transparent formula-based 
allocation approach predicated on client-based criteria.

The needs assessment for capital expenditure also continues to be ad hoc 
in the absence of well-developed provincial development frameworks. In fact, 
the actual allocation of capital expenditures between the central and provincial 
levels is largely based on the relative power of negotiation positions, rather than 
on a clear, comprehensive view of who does what and why. 

7.3.2.  Local Government Revenues

Local authorities have access to a mixture of financial resources that essentially 
include own-source revenues (OSRs), recurrent grants, capital grants, and 
loans. As indicated in Table 7.3, local authorities receive on average of 60% from 
OSRs for their recurrent revenue. The remaining 40% comes from the central 
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government revenue grant, which is essentially a block grant to cover the costs 
of salaries, overtime, pensions, and travel, and is channeled to local authorities 
through the provincial governments. 

Local authority collections of OSRs come mainly from property taxes, 
which are termed “rates” in Sri Lanka (35.6%); other income, i.e., stamp duty 
on land transactions (30.4%); rents (12.3%); fees for service (11.9%); and a little 
from licenses and warrants. Local authority capital revenues come virtually 
completely from central government capital grants (94.5%), with only a small 
amount from loans (1.5%) and sale of capital assets (1.1%). 

Table 7.3: Revenue and Expenditures for Local Authorities, 2014  
(SLRs ‘000 and %)

Item Details

Local  
Authority 
Revenues

Local 
Government

%
A. Own-Source 

Revenue
20,113,999 59.9

B. Recurrent Revenue

 Taxes E.g., property taxes, acreage taxes, trade 
licenses, entertainment taxes.

7,154,315 35.6

 Rents E.g., market stalls and tendering of meat 
and fish stalls; and license feesa

2,480,354 12.3

 Licenses Miscellaneous licenses. 806,475 4.0
 Fees for Services E.g., registration fees, statutory fees, 

building applications.
2,393,653 11.9

 Warrants Warrant costs, fines, and penalties 1,154,588 5.7
 Other Income Other Income, e.g., stamp duties and court 

fines collected by provincial government.
6,124,614 30.4

 Revenue Grants Block grants from central government 
largely to cover local staff salaries

13,480,266 40.1

 Subtotal Recurrent 
Revenue

33,594,265 100.0

C. Capital Revenue

 Capital Grants Central government allocations for capital 
expenditure programs

12,996,247 94.5

 Loans Loans, especially from the Local Loans and 
Development Fund

208,805 1.5

 Sales of Capital Assets 149,978 1.1
 Others 393,300 2.9
 Subtotal Capital 

Revenue
13,748,330 100.0

Total Revenue 47,342,595
a Includes “license fees” such as for bicycles, and “special license fees” such as for billboards, which in  

Sri Lanka are termed “hoardings.”
Source: Derived from Table 7.4.
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Table 7.4 provides a disaggregated analysis of OSR for the different types of 
local authorities. While municipal councils rely on annual property taxes (51.2%), 
urban councils have a mix of property taxes (32.9%) and “other income” (31.3%), 
pradeshiya sabhas rely on “other income” (38.2%) with only 14.5% from property 
taxes. The OSR balance is raised from an amalgam of user charges mainly for 
regulatory services provided by local authorities.

Table 7.4: Recurrent and Capital Revenue Structure for Local Authorities, 2014  
(SLRs ‘000 and %)

Item
Municipal 

Council
Urban 

Council
Pradeshiya 

Sabha
Total  
LGs

MC  
%

UC  
%

PS  
%

LG  
%

2014 Population 2,485,095 1,498,718 16,788,000 20,771,813
A. Own-Source 

Revenue
10,298,091 2,471,656 7,344,252 20,113,999 65.4 61.8 53.0 59.9

B. Recurrent 
Revenue

 Taxes 5,273,494 813,407 1,067,414 7,154,315 51.2 32.9 14.5 35.6
 Rents 812,540 461,442 1,206,372 2,480,354 7.9 18.7 16.4 12.3
 Licenses 349,948 89,730 366,797 806,475 3.4 3.6 5.0 4.0
 Fees for Services 1,118,107 255,323 1,020,223 2,393,653 10.9 10.3 13.9 11.9
 Warrants 202,021 77,805 874,762 1,154,588 2.0 3.1 11.9 5.7
 Other Income 2,541,981 773,949 2,808,684 6,124,614 24.7 31.3 38.2 30.4
 Revenue Grants 5,445,453 1,530,433 6,504,380 13,480,266 34.6 38.2 47.0 40.1
 Subtotal 

Recurrent 
Revenue (A+B)

15,743,544 4,002,089 13,848,632 33,594,265 100 100 100 100

C. Capital 
Revenue

 Capital Grants 1,851,724 1,029,721 10,114,802 12,996,247 86.5 91.6 96.5 94.5
 Loans 55,000 — 153,805 208,805 2.6 — 1.5 1.5
 Sales of Capital 

Assets
94,613 19,156 36,209 149,978 4.4 1.7 0.3 1.1

 Others 138,417 75,806 179,077 393,300 6.5 6.7 1.7 2.9
 Subtotal Capital 

Revenue
2,139,754 1,124,683 10,483,893 13,748,330 100 100 100 100

Total Revenue 17,883,298 5,126,772 24,332,525 47,342,595
— = not available, LG = local government, MC = municipal council, PS = pradeshiya sabha, UC = urban council.
Sources: Ministry of Provincial Councils and Local Government (2014); CBSL (2015).

Apart from OSR, local authorities depend on revenue grants, which account 
for an average of 40% of total recurrent revenues. This contribution is higher for 
pradeshiya sabhas at 47%, while it accounts for 34.6% in municipal councils and 
38.2% in urban councils. These revenue grants are block grants allocated through 
the Finance Commission to local authorities for paying their salaries and other 
personnel costs. In addition, local authorities receive some smaller capital grants 
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from the central government, which account for an average of 94.5% of their 
capital revenues. 

Table 7.5 shows per capita revenues for different local authorities. These 
per capita amounts appear quite low in absolute terms and could be the focus for 
revenue enhancement activity through policy and administration reforms.

Table 7.5: Recurrent and Capital Revenue Per Capita Collections, 2014  
(SLRs ‘000)

Item
Municipal 

Council
Urban 

Council
Pradeshiya 

Sabha All LGs
A. Own-Source Revenue 4,140 1,650 440 970
B. Recurrent Revenue

 Taxes 2,120 540 60 340
 Rents 330 310 70 120
 Licenses 140 60 20 40
 Fees for Services 450 170 60 120
 Warrants 80 50 50 60
 Other Income 1,020 520 170 290
 Revenue Grants 2,190 1,020 390 650
 Subtotal Recurrent 

Revenue
6,340 2,670 820 1,620

C. Capital Revenue

 Capital Grants 750 690 600 630
 Loans 20 0 10 10
 Sales of Capital Assets 40 10 0 10
 Others 60 50 10 20
 Subtotal Capital 

Revenue
860 750 620 660

Total Revenue 7,200 3,400 1,400 2,300
LG = local government, MC = municipal council, PS = pradeshiya sabha, UC = urban council.
Source: Derived from Table 7.4 

The composition of local authorities’ OSR changed during 2004–2014, 
with a noticeable decline in the role of property taxes and rent, and a dramatic 
increase in the relative contribution of fees for service and, especially “other 
income.” As Table 7.6 shows, the relative contribution of “other income” almost 
doubled everywhere, while the role of property taxes fell by 22% in municipal 
councils, 19% in urban councils, and less than 2% in pradeshiya sabhas, and 
the relative role of rents fell close to 33% in both pradeshiya sabhas and urban 
councils but only 19% in municipal councils. The exact reasons for this shift 
should be analyzed in designing an appropriate mix of policy and administrative 
reforms for the various local authorities. 
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Table 7.6: Comparative Local Authority Own Source Revenue Contribution, 
2004 and 2014 (% of total collection)

Item

Municipal 
Council

Urban 
Council

Pradeshiya 
Sabha Total LGs MC 

%
UC 

%
PS  
% 

LG  
%2004 2014 2004 2014 2004 2014 2004 2014

Property 
Taxes 

65.9 51.2 40.6 32.9 14.8 14.5 45.0 35.6 –22 –19 –2 –21

Rent 9.8 7.9 27.7 18.7 24.8 16.4 16.9 12.3 –19 –33 –34 –27

Licenses 2.9 3.4 4.3 3.6 8.8 5.0 5.2 4.0 17 –16 –43 –23

Fees for 
Services 

7.3 10.9 9.3 10.3 13.6 13.9 9.8 11.9 49 11 2 21

Warrants 1.9 2.0 2.5 3.1 11.5 11.9 5.4 5.7 3 26 4 6

Other 12.2 24.7 15.6 31.3 26.5 38.2 17.7 30.4 102 101 44 72

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

LG = local government, MC = municipal council, PS = pradeshiya sabha, UC = urban council.
Source: 2004 data from Asia Foundation (2008: 8); 2014 data derived from Table 7.4.

7.3.3.  Local Authority Expenditures

As Table 7.7 indicates, personal emoluments average 57.4% of total recurrent 
expenditures for all local authorities. Personal emoluments are 62.2% for 
urban councils, 59.1% for pradeshiya sabhas, and 54.7% for municipal councils. 
Other major recurrent expenses relate to supplies and requisites; transport, 
communication, utilities, and other services; and asset repairs and maintenance. 

As a share of total expenditures (recurrent and capital), personal 
emoluments account for 45% in municipal councils, 42% in urban councils, and 
30% in pradeshiya sabhas. The extent to which this spending level on personal 
emoluments is maintained by the reimbursement of salaries by government 
merits serious consideration, when compared with the share of the revenue 
grant in total revenue—approximately 30% for municipal councils, 30% for urban 
councils, and 26% for pradeshiya sabhas. 
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Table 7.7: Local Authority Recurrent and Capital Expenditures, 2014 (SLRs ‘000)

Item
Municipal 

Council
Urban 

Council
Pradeshiya 

Sabha Total LGs
MC 

%
UC 

%
PS  
%

LG  
%

2014 Population 2,485,095 1,498,718 16,788,000 20,771,813
Personal Emoluments 7,537,693 2,178,953 6,955,598 16,672,244 54.7 62.2 59.1 57.4
Travelling Expenses 126,008 31,013 173,345 330,366 0.9 0.9 1.5 1.1
Supplies and Requisites 1,902,034 331,238 1,433,536 3,666,808 13.8 9.5 12.2 12.6
Repairs, Capital Asset 

Maintenance
1,206,823 519,324 1,581,375 3,307,522 8.8 14.8 13.4 11.4

Transport, 
Communication, 
Utilities, and Other 
Services

2,264,692 320,218 1,108,318 3,693,228 16.4 9.1 9.4 12.7

Interest Payments, 
Dividends, and 
Subsidies

175,823 41,742 138,168 355,733 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2

Grants, Contributions 435,569 43,339 258,526 737,434 3.2 1.2 2.2 2.5
Pensions, Retirement 

Benefits, and 
Gratuities

135,081 37,684 118,084 290,849 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.0

Subtotal Recurrent 
Expenditures 

13,783,723 3,503,511 11,766,950 29,054,184 100 100 100 100

Equipment, Land, Land 
Improvement, and 
Structural Outlay

2,636,421 1,600,256 10,976,678 15,213,355 94.6 97.5 97.7 97.1

Loan Repayments 151,609 41,065 263,680 456,354 5.4 2.5 2.3 2.9
Subtotal Capital 

Expenditures
2,788,030 1,641,321 11,240,358 15,669,709 100 100 100 100

Total Expenditures 16,571,753 5,144,832 23,007,308 44,723,893
LG = local government, MC = municipal council, PS = pradeshiya sabha, UC = urban council.
Source: Ministry of Provincial Councils and Local Government (2014); CBSL (2015).

Table 7.8 breaks down the expenditures on a per capita basis, showing 
significantly higher expenditures per capita in the municipal councils than the 
pradeshiya sabhas. Urban local authorities are spending about 50% more per 
capita on capital projects than pradeshiya sabhas. The urban local authorities 
(municipal and urban councils) spent on average slightly more than SLRs1,070 
per capita on capital expenditures compared with SLRs650 per capita being 
spent by pradeshiya sabhas. 
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Table 7.8: Recurrent and Capital Per Capita Expenditures, 2014 (SLRs ‘000)

Item
Municipal 

Council
Urban 

Council
Pradeshiya 

Sabha Total LGs
Personal Emoluments 3,030,000 1,450,000 410,000 800,000
Travelling Expenses 50,000 20,000 10,000 20,000
Supplies and Requisites 770,000 220,000 90,000 180,000
Repairs, Maintenance of Capital 

Assets
490,000 350,000 90,000 160,000

Transportation, Communications, 
Utilities, and Other Services

910,000 210,000 70,000 180,000

Interest Payments, Dividends, and 
Subsidies

70,000 30,000 10,000 20,000

Grants, Contributions, and 
Subsidies

180,000 30,000 20,000 40,000

Pensions, Retirement Benefits, 
and Gratuities

50,000 30,000 10,000 10,000

Subtotal Recurrent 
Expenditures 

5,550,000 2,340,000 700,000 1,400,000

Equipment, Land, Improvement, 
and Structural Outlay

1,060,000 1,070,000 650,000 730,000

Loan Repayments 60,000 30,000 20,000 20,000
Subtotal Capital Expenditures 1,120,000 1,100,000 670,000 750,000
Total Expenditures 6,670,000 3,430,000 1,370,000 2,150,000
LG = local government.
Source: Derived from Table 7.5.

Table 7.9 shows the comparative shares of recurrent and capital 
expenditures by local government type, with the share being highest in municipal 
councils and lowest in pradeshiya sabhas and vice versa for capital expenditure. 
This pattern of capital spending in pradeshiya sabhas reflects the relatively larger 
share of capital grants within these local authorities. 

Table 7.9: Contribution of Recurrent and Capital Expenditures  
by Local Authorities, 2014 (SLRs ‘000 and %)

Expenditure
Municipal 

Council
Urban 

Council
Pradeshiya 

Sabha Total LG
MC 

%
UC 

%
PS 
%

LG 
%

Recurrent 13,783,723 3,503,511 11,766,950 29,054,184 83 68 51 65

Capital 2,788,030 1,641,321 11,240,358 15,669,709 17 32 49 35

Total 16,571,753 5,144,832 23,007,308 44,723,893 100 100 100 100

LG = local government, MC = municipal council, PS = pradeshiya sabha, UC = urban council.
Source: Derived from Table 7.4.
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Table 7.10 provides a detailed provincial analysis of local government 
revenues and expenditures, which highlights significant observations. 

The first is that per capita revenues of both municipal and urban councils 
vary widely across provinces. While the variations may have several economic and 
administrative reasons, they may also be related to property value differentials. 
The expenditure variations may result from different needs and service delivery 
costs arising from varying population densities and possible economic activities.

The second observation is the potential impact from the undercounting of 
urban population. As already noted, approximately 60% of the urban population 
lives in pradeshiya sabhas and built-up areas should be declared as urban for 
purposes of levying property and other taxes. However, according to the shares of 
taxes collected by the three types of local authorities, pradeshiya sabhas account 
for only 15% of total taxes while carrying 60% of the urban population (on the 
basis that 46.3% of the total is urban). The impact of not declaring urbanized 
rural areas as “built up” reduces the possible collection of property taxes. 

Table 7.10: Per Capita Municipal and Urban Council Revenues  
and Expenditures by Province, 2014

Province

Municipal Council Urban Council

Pop.
Rev.

(000’)

Per
Capita
SLRs

Exp.
(000’)

Per
Capita
SLRs

Exp./
Rev. 

Ratio 
(%) Pop.

Rev.
(000’)

Per
Capita
SLRs

Exp.
(000’)

Per
Capita
SLRs

Exp./
Rev.

Ratio,
(%)

Central 208,976 2,527 12,092 2,391 11,442 95 108,925 474 4,352 458 4,205 97

Eastern 234,744 354 1,508 409 1,742 116 209,051 324 1,550 342 1,636 106

North Central 55,764 352 6,312 288 5,165 82 — — — — — —

North West 24,700 310 12,551 450 18,219 145 81,501 470 5,767 242 2,969 51

Northern 94,373 530 5,616 500 5,298 94 104,589 524 5,010 415 3,968 79

Sabaragamuwa 52,000 264 5,077 260 5,000 98 97,379 308 3,163 271 2,783 88

Southern 211,765 789 3,726 698 3,296 88 85,097 361 4,242 332 3,901 92

Uva 92,000 371 4,033 357 3,880 96 5,742 32 5,573 31 5,399 97

Western 1,510,773 11,659 7,717 10,040 6,646 86 806,434 2,711 3,362 2,551 3,163 94

Total 2,485,095 17,156 6,904 15,393 6,194 90 1,498,718 5,204 3,472 4,642 3,097 89

— = not available, Exp. = expenditure, Pop. = population, Rev. = revenue.
Sources: DCS (2015); Ministry of Provincial Councils and Local Government (2014); CBSL (2015).
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7.3.4.  Considerations for the Way Forward

This analysis identifies several key items to consider when attempting to design 
funding instruments and financing mechanisms of localized urban services.

(1) Local authority financial allocations and operations take place within 
an environment of strong central legal and regulatory controls related 
to local authority staffing and to the allocation of revenue and capital 
grants.

(2) Political resistance to raising local revenue levels and performance 
appears to be increasing. 

(3) Increasing demand for urban services requires a combination of 
increased local OSRs and access to finance. 

(4) The intergovernmental transfer system needs to ensure reliability, 
stability, and predictability to better address the vertical and horizontal 
imbalances. 

(5) The current central transfers for financing the costs of salaries and 
wages in local authorities are creating perverse incentives that restrict 
choices in service delivery and adversely affect the efficiency of 
service delivery operations.

(6) Local authorities have tremendous potential for improving the 
efficiency and accountability of the growth and development process. 
Within a proper intergovernmental public-sector framework, local 
authorities will be able to plan, budget, implement, and monitor 
their assigned governance and development functions. To effectively 
contribute to improving the process, local authorities must be given 
clarity about their assigned roles and responsibilities, legitimacy, 
authority, and capacity, and the resources to implement their 
responsibilities in an efficient and accountable manner. 

These challenges present an opportunity for a timely review and for 
developing an enabling urbanization framework and an appropriate urban 
development strategy, which can support the urbanization structure needed 
to stimulate economic growth and to equitably spread social and economic 
development across the country. 

Prior to discussing the specific challenges and opportunities facing urban 
financing in Sri Lanka, section 7.4 will examine funding and financing options for 
urban development and urban services more generally. 
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7.4. Funding Options for Urban Development  
and Urban Services 

Urbanization, if properly harnessed, can generate the agglomeration economies 
needed to stimulate efficient economic growth. Well-planned, well-connected, 
and well-financed cities can provide the enabling environment to link economic 
factors to production, production to markets, and markets to consumers. 
These interactive synergies, combined with appropriate policies, systems, and 
procedures, are needed to guide the realization of sustainable economic and 
social development.

To function effectively, cities must have the requisite urban infrastructure 
and be able to provide key urban services such as water and sanitation facilities, 
roads and transport, school and health facilities, and waste disposal. Rapid urban 
growth combined with an infrastructure deficit is heightening the need to identify 
urban financing options and strengthen the underlying funding sources that can 
support those financing mechanisms (Dirie 2005; Bahl, Linn, and Wetzel 2013; 
Bahl and Bird 2008; Bird 2011; UN Habitat 2016a). 

Countries require a combination of funding and financing mechanisms 
to address the challenges of urban development and urban service delivery. A 
strong underlying funding framework is essential to generate the monies needed 
to provide immediate urban services and, to the extent possible, to generate an 
operational surplus that can be used to leverage upfront investment financing for 
needed urban capital infrastructure. 

As Table 7.11 indicates, a wide variety of taxes and other revenue sources can 
be used to provide the funding for urban infrastructure. They include revenues 
from (1) user charges (water, sewerage, transport), including utility surcharges 
(public benefit funds); (2) infrastructure-specific taxes and fees (motor fuel 
taxes, vehicle fees, vehicle-miles-traveled fees); (3) general taxes (income, sales, 
property); (4) developer-related charges (exactions, impact fees, linkage fees, 
tap fees); (5) land-value capture mechanisms ( joint developments, development 
rights, betterment taxes, special assessments); and (6) lease or sale of land.

The detailed policy and administrative design for each option will need 
to reflect consideration of the revenue, efficiency, equity, administration, and 
political acceptability, and how they relate to leveraging upfront infrastructure 
financing from either debt- or equity-based methods. 
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Table 7.11: Funding Sources for Urban Infrastructure 

Funding 
Category

Funding 
Instrument

One Time 
or Long-

Term Description
Sector 

Application
Infrastructure-
Specific User 
Charges

User charges LT Funds collected through tariff, often 
multi-part with fixed and marginal 
costs, adjusted by location or 
distance.

Water, 
sewerage, 
transport

Utility 
Surcharges

Public benefit 
funds

LT Funds collected either through a small 
surcharge on electric bills or through 
contributions from utilities (e.g., 
public benefit funds in the United 
States).

Renewable 
energy, 
research and 
development

Infrastructure-
Specific Taxes 
and Fees

Motor fuel tax LT Per gallon excise tax levied on 
motor fuels collected at national, 
state/provincial, and local levels; 
administered through escrow 
account.

Transport

Vehicle fees LT Vehicle registration fee levied as a 
flat fee, by weight, age, and/or value 
generally collected at state/provincial 
or local levels.

Transport

Vehicle-mile-
traveled

LT Mileage-based fees levied either as a 
flat or variable fee; tied more to wear 
and tear compared to per gallon fuel 
tax.

Transport

General Taxes Property tax LT Property taxes are a cities’ primary 
tool for obtaining infrastructure-
related tax revenue, including value 
capture approaches (see below under 
Land Value Capture Mechanisms).

Various

Income tax LT National, state/provincial, and/or 
local income taxes can be used by 
cities as general fund appropriations 
for infrastructure.

Various

Sales tax LT Cities can be authorized to collect 
local sales taxes dedicated to specific 
infrastructure projects; requires voter 
approval.

Various

Developer-
Related 
Charges

Exactions OT Developers donate land or build 
facilities for public use as condition 
for development approval.

Sidewalks, 
parks, open 
space

Impact fees OT Impact fees on developers to fund 
additional service capacity; can be 
conditioned on project approval  
(e.g., the United Kingdom’s 
Community Development Levy).

Roads, safety, 
schools

Linkage fees OT Fees on developers for secondary 
effects, e.g., traffic increases.

Roads, housing

Tap fees OT Utility connection fees levied 
on developers to recover cost of 
integrating new development with 
existing infrastructure.

Water, 
sewerage

continued on next page
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Funding 
Category

Funding 
Instrument

One Time 
or Long-

Term Description
Sector 

Application
Land Value 
Capture 
Mechanisms

Joint 
developments

LT Cost sharing between public operator 
(e.g., rail transit) and private 
developer; both benefit from property 
value increases.

Rail, public 
transport

Development 
rights lease or 
sale

OT/LT “Air rights” above/below the 
permitted land use (e.g., increased 
floor area ratios) can be leased or 
sold as monetized development rights 
(e.g., Brazil’s CEPAC).

Various

Betterment 
tax

OT/LT Benefit assessment or betterment 
levy imposed on beneficiaries of 
infrastructure investments

Water, 
sewerage, 
transport

Special 
assessments

LT Property tax increase applied to 
specific districts that benefit from 
infrastructure investments  
(with increased tax rate).

Roads, public 
transport

Tax increment 
financing

LT Income, property, or sales tax 
increments from infrastructure 
improvements placed in a separate 
escrow account to retire existing 
debt, fund improvements, or use as a 
pledge to secure new debt.

Transport, 
housing, urban 
development

Land-value 
tax

LT Tax assessed on land value rather 
than property value (e.g., building); 
better incentive for development 
than property tax.

Various

Lease or Sale Land lease or 
sale

OT/LT Publicly owned land with enhanced 
value can be leased or sold with 
proceeds that can be reinvested into 
infrastructure.

Various

CEPAC = certificate for additional construction potential, LT = long-term, OT = one time.
Sources: Adapted from WEF (2014) and Kim (2016). 

There are five important considerations.

•	 The revenue potential should be predictable, stable, and/or buoyant 
over time. A stream of predictable funding resources can encourage 
investors to provide infrastructure debt or equity financing. 

•	 Revenue instruments should encourage efficient and accountable use 
of individual services as well as more efficient wider land-use patterns. 

•	 The “benefit” or “ability to pay” principle of public finance needs 
to be appropriately applied. Many revenue instruments (e.g., user 
charges, sales taxes) are regressive in nature, falling more heavily 
on the poor. Better targeted subsidization schemes are needed  
(e.g., lifeline water tariffs).

Table 7.11 continued
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•	 Effective administration requires clarifying where the authority and 
responsibility sits, what are the institutional systems and procedures, 
and what are the capacity and resources.

•	 Political acceptability is needed to ensure leadership, support, and buy-
in from policy decision makers, which must cut across government 
levels. 

A few funding sources illustrate these policy and administration 
considerations, and how they may relate to challenges and opportunities for 
funding and financing urban infrastructure and services in Sri Lanka.

7.4.1. User Charges

User charges are universally recognized as an ideal funding source linked to 
urban infrastructure services such as water, sanitation, and transport, where most 
direct benefits are confined to individual consumers. And user charges based on 
the benefit principle could be designed and applied to all public services to the 
extent possible (Bird 2003; Australia Department of Treasury 2014). 

User charges, at least at the local level in Sri Lanka, are not directly linked 
to urban infrastructure investment. These “fees for service,” which are collected 
by the local authorities, are from registration certificates (inspection fees); 
emergency services; recoverable charges; and special, traffic, and parking fees 
(Asia Foundation 2016). Service fee collections increased from 9.8% in 2004 to 
11.9% of local authority OSRs in 2014. User charges (such as for water tariffs) that 
can be used to leverage upfront infrastructure financing are currently under the 
central government, facing a variety of challenges (Fan 2015).

For other urban infrastructure needs, which do not have a clearly 
identifiable earmarked revenue flow from project-specific user charges, 
leveraging investment must rely on the “full faith and credit” (or full taxing 
capacity) of the government. In these cases, urban infrastructure investments, at 
least those leveraged at the local government level, will depend heavily on being 
serviced from property tax revenues. 

7.4.2. Property Taxes and Related Property Charges

Property tax revenues are the most common tax base for local government 
throughout the world. Property-related taxes and charges include recurrent 
property taxes, property transfer taxes, betterment taxes and special assessments, 
and development charges and exactions. The most common, fundamental tax on 
property is the recurrent property tax. 
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7.4.2.1.  Recurrent Property Taxes

The recurrent property tax generates about 2%–3% of GDP in Canada, the United 
Kingdom, and the United States, and about 0.3%–0.5% of GDP in developing 
and emerging economies. Within Asian countries, Indonesia collects 0.25% of 
GDP, India collects 0.17% of GDP, and Viet Nam collects 0.06% of GDP from 
property tax (Kelly 2013; Mohanty 2016). The recurrent property tax in Sri Lanka 
currently generates 0.07% of GDP—very low by international standards. Through 
a combination of policy and administrative reforms, Sri Lanka should be able to 
double recurrent property tax revenues, say to 0.14% of GDP within 3–5 years, 
and double that again to 0.28% of GDP within 8–10 years.

Property-related taxes have strong potential for revenue mobilization, 
especially in rapidly urbanizing areas (UN Habitat 2011): 

•	 The tax base is immobile, maximizing economic efficiency, making it 
easier to identify and capture the tax base, and allowing the property 
to be the natural collateral if taxes are not paid. 

•	 Property tax captures the value of location-specific capital investments 
and benefits from government programs and services not captured 
otherwise through fees, user charges, and other taxes. 

•	 Property tax tends to be paid by people with an “ability to pay” rather 
than by the very poor. 

•	 Such taxation encourages more responsive, efficient, and accountable 
governance and public service delivery.

Recurrent property taxes are justified primarily as a “benefit tax” or as a 
“quasi-user charge” paid by those benefiting from local public services received. 
Thus, there is a connection between local, location-related services and property 
values, and, when perceived as such, taxpayers’ willingness to pay increases, 
improving the accountability between local-level governments and their 
residents. 

To fully realize potential property tax revenues, policy and administration 
need to be adjusted to improve the coverage and accuracy of the property tax 
base; property valuation, revenue collection, and enforcement; and taxpayer 
services. Policy reforms could involve adjusting the tax base definitions and tax 
rate structures, and making appropriate decisions on assessment and valuation 
standards, appeals, collection and enforcement, and taxpayer service. Tax 
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administration reforms could involve improving the coverage, valuation, and 
collection ratios; taxpayer services; and civic education. Such adjustments could 
significantly increase property tax revenues while simultaneously improving 
equity and economic efficiency, strengthening government accountability for 
public service delivery, and supporting improved land use allocation and housing 
decisions (Kelly 2013).

7.4.2.2.  Other Property-Related Taxes and Charges

As Table 7.11 indicates, two major funding instruments are related to property, 
excluding the annual recurrent property tax—developer charges and land value 
capture mechanisms. 

Developer-Related Charges. Developer charges (exactions, impact, and 
linkage fees) are applied to ensure that new developments contribute to pay their 
incremental costs to the city (NPVP 2008; UKDCLG 2011). Exactions require 
developers to provide land, public facilities, infrastructure, and community 
services within a development parcel. Impact fees are charged to cover the fiscal 
impact on the city, which may be required for area-wide new and expanded 
infrastructure needed off-site to accommodate the increase in population and 
economic activity. Linkage fees are applied to cover secondary impact such as 
social welfare needs. These fees are structured as one-time payments, ideally 
collected up-front from the developer. 

Developer charges are very effective if applied in areas with good market 
demand for development, which provide a strong incentive for developers to 
be willing to pay the exactions and impact and linkage fees, in anticipation of 
recovering more than the costs through increased land values. Sri Lanka currently 
levies a one-time payment on parceling land diverted from permanent plantation 
agriculture to sale for building purposes. The payment could be reviewed and 
revised to better reflect the fiscal impact of local urban development. 

Land Value Capture Mechanisms. Land value capture refers to a set of 
mechanisms designed to recover all or part of the increase in land values created 
through public infrastructure investment or from society more generally through 
urban and economic growth. The recaptured funding resources can then be 
channeled to pay for infrastructure investments and other public services (MDR 
2001; Peterson 2009; Walters 2013; Kim 2016; Suzuki et al. 2015; Ardila-Gomez 
and Ortegon-Sanchez 2016; Siemens et al. 2016).
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7.4.2.3.  Sale of Development Rights

One revenue instrument linked to changes in land use regulations relates to 
the sale or lease of development air rights (i.e., increases in floor area ratios) as 
monetized development rights. 

Landownership is commonly seen as consisting of a bundle of rights. One 
is the “right to develop” in accordance with planning and land-use regulations, 
which affect the market value of individual parcels. Development restrictions 
can be changed by government modifications in land use policy, which can 
dramatically affect land market values. Land-value capture instruments relate to 
the sale of such development rights. One such technique, used famously in Brazil, 
is the sale, through auction, of development air rights known as “CEPAC”—
Certificates for Additional Construction Potential (Merk et al. 2012; Serva 2014; 
WEF 2014; Kim 2016; Siemens et al. 2016). 

7.4.2.4.  Joint Development

Another land value capture approach is through joint development projects, 
involving cooperation between the government and the private sector, but not 
necessarily through a public–private partnership (PPP) arrangement. Two 
successful examples of large-scale joint-development projects are found in Hong 
Kong, China and Tokyo, Japan (Floater and Rode 2014; Suzuki et al. 2015; Ardila-
Gomez and Ortegon-Sanchez 2016). As Table 7.11 indicates, a variety of taxes 
and charges that are related to increases in land values have been adapted and 
adopted across the urban world. 

As with all funding and financing approaches, reformers must carefully 
consider revenue, efficiency, equity, and administrative aspects, while designing 
and implementing the various funding instruments and financial mechanisms 
before adapting and adopting them for use in Sri Lanka, both in the Megapolis 
and in other individual urban centers. The chapter now turns to the broader 
challenges and opportunities for urban finance in Sri Lanka. 
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7.5.  Challenges and Opportunities for Urban Finance 
in Sri Lanka 

Financing urbanization and urban development requires a framework to bring 
together the governance, institutions, and finance to support inclusive and 
sustainable economic and social development. Such an enabling environment 
must holistically establish the political–administrative institutional framework, 
along with clearly assigned expenditure and revenue fiscal responsibilities for 
delivering efficient and accountable urban public services. 

Countries typically deliver urban development and services through a 
combination of central and subnational government institutions. Based on the 
subsidiarity principle, the Constitution and enabling legislation typically define 
and allocate functional responsibilities across levels of government, along with 
a division of financial resources. The aim is to enable each level of government 
to deliver its mandated urban development and service delivery responsibilities. 
In addition, to ensure efficiency and accountability, systems and procedures 
must be established to promote multidimensional accountability. On top of this, 
intergovernmental coordination mechanisms must be put into place to guide and 
monitor effective implementation.

Within this context, a review of the current urbanization environment in 
Sri Lanka suggests the specific need to better realign functions and finance, link 
spatial and sector planning, and improve options for private participation. 

7.5.1.  Realign Functions and Finance 

The intergovernmental context for urban service delivery and the enabling urban 
finance framework need to be reviewed and functions and finance reassigned 
across central, provincial, and local levels. 

Responsibility for the provision and financing of urban development 
naturally must extend from central through provincial to local levels. At the 
national level, urban areas are expected to function as engines of economic 
growth and gateways to development. At the regional level, urban development is 
expected to promote regional growth clusters, enhancing economic connectivity 
with regional hinterlands. At the local level, urban centers are expected to 
provide urban services desired by local residents, while transforming the urban 
environment into engines of growth with active commercial and employment 
centers and efficient transport hubs. An economic corridor development approach 
is expected to facilitate this integration by strengthening the interconnectivity 
between residents, markets, employment, and services (Mitra et al. 2016; Brunner 
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2013; De and Iyengar 2014; Jeong 2016). This will also require clear assignment 
of roles and responsibilities across central, provincial, and local levels within a 
broader intergovernmental fiscal framework analysis. 

Functional assignment across government levels in Sri Lanka has been 
largely reactive, incremental, and not based on the principal of subsidiarity. 
Such expenditure assignments have resulted in contradictory assignment and/or 
duplication of responsibilities, leading to confusion, inadequate or excess public 
services, and/or inefficient use of scarce public resources. 

To redesign the intergovernmental dimension of urban finance will 
require clarifying the functions to more efficiently allocate urban-related 
finance between the national, provincial, and local levels. The responsibility for 
providing public utility services currently lies with central providers, with very 
little coordination with provincial and local government levels. It is therefore 
imperative to redefine the roles and functions of local authorities in providing 
urban infrastructure and services. Such a framework, with an institutional design 
for vertical and horizontal linkages in urban governance and development, will 
enable the coordination of cost-effective service delivery across local authority 
jurisdictions, bringing them into the mainstream of urban development (Bird 
and Slack 2007; Andersson 2015). 

The central government has provided financing (including project 
finance) to fund capital-intensive public utilities and service infrastructure, 
while local authorities have been expected to use their OSRs to take care of 
small-scale infrastructure and amenities. The use of private financing, either 
as direct private equity or through PPPs, is yet to become a serious financing 
option, due to statutory restrictions and the lack of the necessary institutional 
and regulatory framework. 

The current financial environment presents several challenges. First, local 
government budgets, structured as balanced, often result in local governments 
managing within their income, which has compromised the quality and quantity 
of urban service delivered. Second, local government budgets are seldom 
structured in a multiyear medium-term perspective, making it difficult to 
guide the resource allocation process. Third, local authorities lack the ability to 
effectively link OSR generation with changes in their economic environment—
for example, not being able to effectively update their property tax rolls to 
reflect changes in property valuations. Fourth, local government budgets lack a 
strategic performance framework, making it difficult to effectively link income 
and expenditure to service provision goals and targets. 
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In short, an enabling intergovernmental framework would improve the 
planning and delivery of urban infrastructure by making it more efficient and 
accountable. The result would be better urban service delivery outcomes. 

7.5.2. Link Spatial and Sector Planning

An enabling urban framework must effectively link sector and spatial 
planning within and between urban areas. The responsibility for physical and 
sector planning is fragmented across agencies and departments, with very 
little interaction and coordination within individual urban areas and across  
the urban spatial systems. This fragmentation and lack of coordination  
creates major challenges to coordinating and implementing an effective urban 
financial framework.

At the level of urban policy, the government has tended to focus attention 
on specific urban locations rather than on the broader spatial dimensions of 
development change. Accordingly, urban finance has focused on intraurban 
situations rather than on the broader interurban (regional) perspective. Thus, 
the majority of urban infrastructure investment and urban service delivery 
planning and financing is being made by the central government. Although 
urbanization as a national growth and development strategy will remain a 
central government policy responsibility, urban financing must function within 
a coherent enabling framework to ensure efficient and accountable provision of 
urban infrastructure and services. The Megapolis Plan is designed to (1) involve 
the provision of enhanced economic and utility services to support the location 
and growth of competitive economic agglomerations, (2) increase urban-to-rural 
and urban-to-urban linkages for greater interurban convergence of benefits, and 
(3) ensure that urban growth and the multidimensional urban and rural linkages 
are environmentally and socially sustainable. 

An urban framework with an appropriate assignment of functions and 
subfunctions would encourage greater efficiency and accountability for urban 
service provision.

7.5.3.  Improve Options for Private Participation 

Accountable urbanization governance is crucial to ensure effective planning, 
financing, and delivery of needed urban infrastructure and essential urban 
services. Such a governance framework requires an institutional, legal, and 
regulatory structure, along with strong leadership and administrative capacity, 
to enable open and transparent participation of all key stakeholders, including 
central, provincial, and local governments; the private sector; and civil society. 
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To date, however, urban development in Sri Lanka has been approached 
as a purely public sector issue, with urban planning being implemented 
by the government on behalf of the public. Despite over 4 decades of 
economic liberalization, there has hardly been any flow of private capital 
funds, technology, or management expertise into the provision of urban 
infrastructure and urban services. Opportunities for partnerships with the 
private or nongovernment sector in the provision of development services are 
notably absent. The current intergovernmental fiscal structure also generates 
concern. An example previously noted is the full financing of local authority 
salaries by the central government, which creates a perverse incentive to 
discourage local outsourcing by local authorities to the private sector. 

The government recognizes the need to open up partnership 
opportunities with the private sector in order to mobilize private capital flows 
to finance urban infrastructure investments. Mobilizing private sector capital 
flow, either directly from private equity financing or through PPPs, is now seen 
as critical to meeting the investment requirements for the Megapolis project 
and other future urban infrastructure projects (Biller and Jabi 2013; Ministry 
of Megapolis and Western Development 2016; President of Sri Lanka 2016). 
Putting these requisites in place in Sri Lanka will require changing laws to 
enable and encourage partnership arrangements between the government and 
the private sector (Carter and Florizone 2013; World Bank 2014). 

Creating a legal and regulatory environment to enable private sector 
involvement is a first step. However, private sector investment requires 
urban development projects that are financially viable, able to provide a 
financial return for investment. Projects must generate their own steady 
source of revenues from user charges or be backed by creditworthy central 
or local governments that can make repayments from their general revenues. 
A credible, accountable governance structure is a major determinant of 
government credit worthiness.

Sri Lanka faces a number of urbanization challenges emerging from the 
historical, spatial, institutional, and financial structure of urban development 
and service delivery. The challenges provide opportunities for intentional, 
proactive government policy and administrative changes, which could 
encourage the sustainable, inclusive urbanization needed to promote greater 
economic growth and structural transformation in Sri Lanka. To accomplish 
this, a holistic enabling framework is needed to successfully integrate
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(1) an intergovernmental fiscal environment that would clarify the roles 
and responsibilities of the central, provincial, and local governments 
regarding assigned expenditure responsibilities and OSRs, and the 
role and structure of intergovernmental transfers and subnational 
borrowing for capital investment; 

(2) an environment for developing special planning that can effectively 
incorporate economic, social, and environmental planning, budgeting, 
and implementation; and

(3) a PPP environment that can establish the legal and regulatory 
framework necessary to encourage private sector participation in 
long-term funding and financing of urban infrastructure and urban 
service delivery. 

The next section considers how to institutionalize a framework for urban 
finance in Sri Lanka.

7.6.  Strategy for Establishing an Institutional 
Framework for Urban Finance in Sri Lanka 

Urban finance must be approached holistically and in an integrated manner. 
Indeed, gaps in urban finance policy and practice call for strategic interventions 
to enhance the institutional basis for urban engagement by (1) resetting the 
intergovernmental fiscal framework, (2) operationalizing a spatial planning and 
coordination framework, and (3) institutionalizing a governance framework for 
urbanization. 

Each of three strategic elements will require enhanced capacity:

•	 Urban governance is about empowering local authority as provider 
of urban services. To accomplish this, the restricted role and functions 
of local authority in urban development need to be broadened. 

•	 Urban institutions require enhanced local authority accountability 
in its service provision role, in both its external (intergovernmental) 
and internal (local stakeholders) contexts. 

•	 Urban finance for funding urban development needs to be 
reconsidered (e.g., OSR mobilization, intergovernmental transfers) 
as does how to leverage this funding to finance the upfront costs of 
urban infrastructure through a combination of debt, private equity, 
and PPPs. 
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7.6.1. Strategic Element 1: Reset the Intergovernmental Fiscal 
Framework for Urban Service Delivery and Finance 

The first strategic requirement for transforming urban engagement is to reset the 
intergovernmental fiscal framework for urban service delivery and finance. This 
will entail a systematic review of the assignment of functions and finance between 
the central, provincial, and local governments on the subsidiarity principle.

The recommendations for resetting the intergovernmental framework for 
urban service delivery and finance, by capacity element, are as follows: 

(1) for urban governance,
(a) review and redefine urban service delivery roles and responsibilities 

at central, provincial, and local levels;
(b) review the assignment of functions across central, provincial, and 

local governments; and
(c) eliminate the central control of local cadres;

(2) for urban institutions,
(a) design and introduce vertical and horizontal urban service delivery 

program partnerships; and
(b) establish urban–local jurisdictions as the primary tier of service 

delivery units for central providers of urban utilities; and
(3) for urban finance,

(a) restructure the intergovernmental fiscal arrangements to reflect 
service delivery roles and responsibilities;

(b) establish an urban development grant to finance provincial and 
local urban medium-term service delivery plans;

(c) redesign financial transfers to a needs-based, normative, and 
performance-linked system;

(d) formulate and introduce a realistic basis for demarcating urban 
areas in local authorities to enable efficient levy of property taxes; 
and 

(e) introduce policy and administrative reforms to enable increased 
subnational OSR mobilization.

The current structure has evolved incrementally based primarily on 
historic institutional inertia, resulting in duplication and overlap, inefficiencies 
and inequalities, as well as gaps in the delivery of important urban services. 
Resetting the intergovernmental context for urban service delivery and finance 
on the basis of subsidiarity is necessary to establish a coherent institutional 
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framework for urban engagement. At the same time, establishing a system of 
periodic review, implementation coordination, and support is critical to ensure 
sustainability, efficiency, and accountability.

7.6.2. Strategic Element 2: Operationalize a Spatial Planning  
and Coordination Framework

The second strategic element is to effectively link the broader enabling 
intergovernmental fiscal framework to space. That is, a spatial planning and 
coordination framework constitutes the basis for efficient intergovernmental 
relations in ordering service delivery between the national, provincial, and local 
levels as partners in urban development. Sri Lanka’s development experience 
suggests that integrating sectoral into spatial planning has been the weakest 
link in moving toward distributing the benefits of growth and development 
throughout the country. 

Recommendations for operationalizing a framework for spatial planning 
and coordination of urban Services, by capacity element, are as follows:

(1) for urban governance,
(a) effectively link spatial and sectoral aspects into the 

intergovernmental urban service delivery framework; and 
(b) establish a system of central, provincial, and local government 

coordination;
(2) for urban institutions,

(a) establish the basis for defining urban areas to better reflect 
urbanization and urban service delivery needs, and

(b) formulate provincial- and local-authority-level urban results 
frameworks; and

(3) for urban finance, formulate a provincial- and local-authority-level, 
medium-term financing strategy for urban service delivery.

As outlined in the foregoing, the rational application of sectors to space 
will lead to better development outcomes when services are better aligned with 
spatial needs according to the realities of urban change. It is then imperative that 
the nature and scope of urban change can be captured by a realistic demarcation 
of urban areas. Engagement with urbanization is trapped within this sectoral–
spatial discontinuity. A spatial planning and coordinating framework to link 
sectors and spaces is a necessary condition for comprehensive engagement 
with urbanization. 
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7.6.3. Strategic Element 3: Institutionalize a Governance 
Framework for Urbanization

The third strategic element in resetting the institutional basis for urban 
engagement is a governance framework comprised of structures and processes 
for bringing about the partnership of urban stakeholders. Such a framework 
would redefine vertical roles, responsibilities, and accountabilities at central, 
provincial, and local levels in terms of subsidiarity as proximate, middle, and 
upstream areas. 

Recommendations for institutionalizing an urban governance partnership 
framework, by capacity element, are as follows: 

(1) for urban governance, create subnational-level coordination for 
private sector and civil society participation;

(2) for urban institutions, establish guidelines for private sector and 
civil society participation in urban governance at central, provincial, 
and local levels; and 

(3) for urban finance, 
(a) mainstream participatory budgeting practices;
(b) explore PPP; and
(c) introduce effective central, provincial, and local urban 

development monitoring and reporting systems.

The framework would also create space for contextualizing partnership 
interventions and formulating performance frameworks comprised of 
urbanization outcomes at each level. The governance framework would 
also provide for horizontal partnerships in urban action especially at the 
central, provincial, and local levels. Such a framework is necessary to bring 
about complementarity in program actions of urban stakeholders, redefining 
accountabilities arising from the vertical and horizontal relations.

Further, the partnership approach would open up possible private sector 
engagement in the urban sector through debt finance, direct equity investments, 
or PPPs.  
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